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(57) Abstract: Provided is an apparatus and method for providing a web browser interface in a device. A method for providing a
© web browser interface in a device includes recognizing a gesture motion on an address window region of a web browser, determin-

ing a page switch-related function mapped to the recognized gesture motion, and performing the determined page switch-related
Q function.



Description
Title of Invention: APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR

PROVIDING WEB BROWSER INTERFACE USING GESTURE

IN DEVICE

Technical Field
[1] The present invention relates generally to interfacing in a device, and in particular, to

an apparatus and method for providing a web browser interface using gesture in a

device.

Background Art
[2] In general, when using a web browser in a mobile terminal (e.g., a portable phone)

with a touchscreen, a user has great difficulty in inputting a complex command through

the touchscreen. The reason for this is that a display unit of the mobile terminal is

much smaller in size than and inferior in function to that of a general computer.

[3] Nevertheless, because a conventional interface of a dedicated mobile web browser

imitates an interface of a general computer, a menu icon smaller than a user's finger or

a stylus may be displayed on a screen. Accordingly, the user has difficulty in touching

the menu icon with a user's finger or a stylus, thus causing many errors. Also, the menu

icon occupies a fixed region in the screen, thus causing inconvenience to the user in an

interface operation.

[4] A gesture function is proposed to overcome the above limitations. The gesture

function maps various functions to gesture motions, thus making it possible to perform

a relevant function even without touching a menu icon. However, such a gesture

function may overlap with a screen scroll function, thus requiring a complex gesture

motion or causing restrictions on implementation. Also, the user needs to learn a

complex gesture motion.

Disclosure of Invention

Solution to Problem
[5] An object of the present invention is to substantially solve at least the above

problems and/or disadvantages and to provide at least the advantages below. A c

cordingly, an object of the present invention is to provide an apparatus and method for

providing a web browser interface using gesture in a device.

[6] Another object of the present invention is to provide an apparatus and method for

performing a page switch-related function by recognizing a gesture motion on an

address window region in a device.

[7] According to a first aspect of the present invention, a method for providing a web



browser interface in a device comprises detecting a gesture motion on an address

window region of a web browser; and performing a page switch-related function

mapped to the detected recognized gesture motion the determined page switch-related

function, wherein the gesture motion includes a touch and a drag from a point of the

touch on the address window region.

[8] In a further embodiment of the method the page switch-related function is de

termined with reference to a mapping table defining a page switch-related function on

a gesture-by-gesture basis wherein the mapping table is defined on the basis of at least

one of a position of the touch event, a direction of the drag event, and an end position

of the drag event.

[9] In a further embodiment of the method determining the page switch-related function

comprises determining a switch to a next page when the drag event has occurred in a

first direction on the address window region; and determining a switch to a previous

page when the drag event has occurred in a second direction on the address window

region.

[10] In a further embodiment of the method the first direction is a leftward direction and

the second direction is a rightward direction.

[11] In a further embodiment of the method determining the page switch-related function

further comprises determining a display of a search history when the drag event has

occurred in a third direction on the address window region.

[12] In a further embodiment of the method the address window region is divided into two

or more sub-regions wherein the switch to the next page is determined when the drag

event has occurred in a first direction on the first address window region; and the

switch to the previous page is determined when the drag event has occurred in a

second direction on the second address window region.

[13] In a further embodiment of the method the switch to the next page is determined

when the drag event has occurred in a first direction from one end of the address

window region; and the switch to the previous page is determined when the drag event

has occurred in a second direction from the other end of the address window region.

[14] In a further embodiment of the method determining the page switch-related function

comprises determining a display of a bookmark add menu for an address in the address

window region when the drag event has ended at a bookmark button position.

[15] In a further embodiment of the method determining the page switch-related function

comprises determining a display of a multi window tap when the drag event has

occurred in a first direction and in a second direction with respect to the address

window region.

[16] In a further embodiment of the method the first direction is an outward direction and

the second direction is an inward direction.



[17] In a further embodiment of the method determining the page switch-related function

comprises determining a display of a next window tap when the drag event has

occurred in a first direction and in a second direction on the address window region;

and determining a display of a previous window tap when the drag event has occurred

in the second direction and in the first direction on the address window region.

[18] In a further embodiment of the method the first direction is a rightward direction and

the second direction is a leftward direction.

[19] In a further embodiment of the method determining the page switch-related function

comprises determining to perform a page refresh function when the drag event has

occurred in a first direction, in a second direction, and in the first direction on the

address window region.

[20] In a further embodiment of the method the first direction is a rightward direction and

the second direction is a leftward direction.

[21] In a further embodiment of the method the method further comprises pop-up

displaying one or more virtual buttons when the touch event has occurred wherein the

virtual buttons include at least one of a virtual button for link storing, a virtual button

for link sharing, and a virtual button for URL copying; and determining the page

switch-related function comprises determining to perform a function mapped to the

relevant virtual button when the drag event has ended at a position of one of the virtual

buttons.

[22] In a further embodiment of the method the page switch-related function includes at

least one of a function for a switch to a next page, a function for a switch to a previous

page, a search history display function, a bookmark add function, a multi window tap

display function, a next window tap display function, a previous window tap display

function, and a page refresh function.

[23] According to a second aspect of the present invention an apparatus for providing a

web browser interface in a device comprises a gesture motion recognizing unit for rec

ognizing a gesture motion on an address window region of a web browser;

[24] a function determining unit for determining a page switch-related function mapped to

the recognized gesture motion; and a function performing unit for performing the de

termined page switch-related function.

[25] In a further embodiment of the apparatus the gesture motion recognizing unit de

termines whether a touch event occurs on the address window region; and when a

touch event occurs on the address window region, determines whether a drag event

follows the touch event.

[26] In a further embodiment of the apparatus the function determining unit determines

the page switch-related function with reference to a mapping table defining a page

switch-related function on a gesture-by-gesture basis, wherein the mapping table is



defined on the basis of at least one of a position of the touch event, a direction of the

drag event, and an end position of the drag event.

[27] In a further embodiment of the apparatus the function determining unit determines a

switch to a next page when the drag event has occurred in a first direction on the

address window region; and determines a switch to a previous page when the drag

event has occurred in a second direction on the address window region.

[28] In a further embodiment of the apparatus the first direction is a leftward direction and

the second direction is a rightward direction.

[29] In a further embodiment the function determining unit determines a display of a

search history when the drag event has occurred in a third direction on the address

window region.

[30] In a further embodiment of the apparatus the address window region is divided into

two or more sub-regions, wherein the function determining unit determines the switch

to the next page when the drag event has occurred in a first direction on the first

address window region; and determines the switch to the previous page when the drag

event has occurred in a second direction on the second address window region.

[31] In a further embodiment of the apparatus the function determining unit determines

the switch to the next page when the drag event has occurred in a first direction from

one end of the address window region; and determines the switch to the previous page

when the drag event has occurred in a second direction from the other end of the

address window region.

[32] In a further embodiment of the apparatus the function determining unit determines a

display of a bookmark add menu for an address in the address window region when the

drag event has ended at a bookmark button position.

[33] In a further embodiment of the apparatus the function determining unit determines a

display of a multi window tap when the drag event has occurred in a first direction and

in a second direction with respect to the address window region.

[34] In a further embodiment of the apparatus the first direction is an outward direction

and the second direction is an inward direction.

[35] In a further embodiment of the apparatus the function determining unit determines a

display of a next window tap when the drag event has occurred in a first direction and

in a second direction on the address window region; and determines a display of a

previous window tap when the drag event has occurred in the second direction and in

the first direction on the address window region.

[36] In a further embodiment of the apparatus the first direction is a rightward direction

and the second direction is a leftward direction.

[37] In a further embodiment of the apparatus the function determining unit determines to

perform a page refresh function when the drag event has occurred in a first direction, in



a second direction, and in the first direction on the address window region.

[38] In a further embodiment of the apparatus the first direction is a rightward direction

and the second direction is a leftward direction.

[39] In a further embodiment of the apparatus the apparatus further comprises a display

unit for pop-up displaying one or more virtual buttons when the touch event has

occurred, wherein the virtual buttons include at least one of a virtual button for link

storing, a virtual button for link sharing, and a virtual button for URL copying; and the

function determining unit determines to perform a function mapped to the relevant

virtual button when the drag event has ended at a position of one of the virtual buttons.

[40] In a further embodiment of the apparatus the page switch-related function includes at

least one of a function for a switch to a next page, a function for a switch to a previous

page, a search history display function, a bookmark add function, a multi window tap

display function, a next window tap display function, a previous window tap display

function, and a page refresh function.

[41] The present invention further relates to a method for providing a web browser

interface in a device comprising determining a page switch-related function mapped to

a gesture motion recognized on an address window region of a web browser; de

termining a function mapped to a gesture motion recognized on other region than the

address window region; performing the determined function, wherein the function

mapped to the gesture motion on other region than the address window region is ir

relevant to a page switch.

[42] The present invention further relates to an apparatus for providing a web browser

interface in a device, comprising a function determining unit for determining a page

switch-related function mapped to a gesture motion recognized on an address window

region of a web browser, and determining a function mapped to a gesture motion

recognized on other region than the address window region; and a function de

termining unit for performing the determined function, wherein the function mapped to

the gesture motion on other region than the address window region is irrelevant to a

page switch.

[43] The present invention further relates to a method for providing a web browser

interface in a device comprising detecting a first gesture motion on an address window

region of a web browser; and performing a page switch-related function mapped to the

detected first gesture motion, wherein a second gesture motion detected on other

region than the address window region is irrelevant to the page switch-related function,

wherein the first gesture motion and the second gesture motion are the same motion,

and wherein the first and the second gesture motion includes a touch and a drag from a

point of the touch on the address window region and the other region than the address

window region, respectively.



Brief Description of Drawings
[44] The above and other objects, features and advantages of the present invention will

become more apparent from the following detailed description when taken in con

junction with the accompanying drawings in which:

[45] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a device according to an exemplary embodiment of the

present invention;

[46] FIG. 2 is a flow diagram illustrating a method for providing a web browser interface

using gesture in a device according to an exemplary embodiment of the present

invention;

[47] FIGS. 3A and 3B are flow diagrams a method for providing a web browser interface

using gesture in a device according to an exemplary embodiment of the present

invention;

[48] FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating a leftward drag event on a web browser address

window region in a device according to an exemplary embodiment of the present

invention;

[49] FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating a rightward drag event on a web browser address

window region in a device according to an exemplary embodiment of the present

invention;

[50] FIGS. 6A and 6B are diagrams illustrating a downward drag event on a web browser

address window region in a device according to an exemplary embodiment of the

present invention;

[51] FIGS. 7A and 7B are diagrams illustrating a release event at a bookmark button

position in a device according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

[52] FIGS. 8A and 8B are diagrams illustrating an outward- inward drag event with

respect to a web browser address window region in a device according to an exemplary

embodiment of the present invention;

[53] FIGS. 9A to 9C are diagrams illustrating a rightward-leftward drag event, a leftward-

rightward drag event, and a rightward-leftward-rightward drag event on a web browser

address window region in a device according to an exemplary embodiment of the

present invention;

[54] FIG. 10 is a diagram illustrating a release event at a virtual button position in a

device according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention; and

[55] FIGS. 11A to 11C are diagrams illustrating a drag event based on a predetermined

number of divided address window regions or an entire address window region of a

web browser in a device according to an exemplary embodiment of the present

invention.

Best Mode for Carrying out the Invention



[56] Exemplary embodiments of the present invention will be described herein below

with reference to the accompanying drawings. In the following description, detailed

descriptions of well-known functions or configurations will be omitted since they

would unnecessarily obscure the subject matters of the present invention. Also, the

terms used herein are defined according to the functions of the present invention. Thus,

the terms may vary depending on users' or operators' intentions or practices. Therefore,

the terms used herein must be understood based on the descriptions made herein.

[57] The present invention provides a scheme for providing a web browser interface using

gesture in a device. In particular, the present invention provides a scheme for

performing a page switch-related function by recognizing a gesture motion on an

address window region in a device.

[58] Although a mobile terminal providing a dedicated mobile web browser will be ex

emplified in the following description, it should be understood that the present

invention may be applicable to any devices (e.g., PCs, notebook computers and tablet

terminals) providing a web browser.

[59] Also, although a device having a touchscreen will be exemplified in the following

description, it should be understood that the present invention may also be applicable

to any devices having other types of input units (e.g., mouse) capable of touch, drag

and release. Herein, the term "drag" means to move while touching, and the term

"release" means to release a touch.

[60] Herein, a touch and a touch event are used as the same meaning. Also, a web browser

address window region in a device indicates the region showing the address of web

page as illustrated in the accompanying figures.

[61] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a device according to an exemplary embodiment of the

present invention.

[62] Referring to FIG. 1, the device may include a control unit 100, a communication unit

110, a touchscreen unit 120, a memory unit 130, and a web browser unit 140.

[63] The control unit 100 controls an overall operation of the device. According to an

exemplary embodiment, the control unit 100 controls and processes an overall

operation for performing a page switch-related function by recognizing a gesture

motion on a web browser address window region.

[64] The communication unit 110 transmits/receives Radio Frequency (RF) signals

inputted/outputted through an antenna. For example, in a transmitting (TX) mode, the

communication unit 110 up-converts a baseband signal into an RF signal and transmits

the RF signal through the antenna. In a receiving (RX) mode, the communication unit

110 receives an RF signal through the antenna and down-converts the RF signal into a

baseband signal to restore the original data.

[65] The touchscreen unit 120 may include a touch panel 122, a position detecting unit



124, and a display unit 126. The display unit 126 displays numerals, characters,

moving pictures, still pictures and status information generated during an operation of

the device. The touch panel 122 is installed at the display unit 126 to display various

menus on a screen. When a touch occurs on the screen, the position detecting unit 124

detects and outputs coordinate information of the touch position. That is, when a

gesture is inputted using a user's finger or a stylus, the position detecting unit 124

detects and outputs coordinate information corresponding to the inputted gesture.

[66] The memory unit 130 stores a mapping table defining a page switch-related function

on a gesture-by-gesture basis. According to an exemplary embodiment, the mapping

table is defined on the basis of at least one of the position of a touch event, the

direction of a drag event, and the position of a release event (e.g., the end position of

the drag event) on a web browser address window region.

[67] When a web address (URL) is inputted, the web browser unit 140 requests web page

data corresponding to the inputted wed address from a web server (not illustrated) on

the Internet, processes the web page data received from the web server, and generates a

web page to be displayed by the display unit 126. According to an exemplary em

bodiment, the web browser unit 140 may include a gesture motion recognizing unit

142, a function determining unit 144, and a function performing unit 146. In addition

to the general functions, the web browser unit 140 performs a page switch-related

function by recognizing a gesture motion on a web browser address window region.

The gesture motion recognizing unit 142 recognizes a gesture motion on a web

browser address window region. The function determining unit 144 determines a page

switch-related function mapped to the recognized gesture motion, with reference to a

mapping table that is stored in the memory unit 130 and defines a page switch-related

function on a gesture-by-gesture basis. The function performing unit 146 performs the

determined page switch-related function.

[68] FIG. 2 is a flow diagram illustrating a method for providing a web browser interface

using gesture in a device according to an exemplary embodiment of the present

invention.

[69] Referring to FIG. 2, in step 201, the device determines whether a gesture motion is

recognized on a web browser address window region. For example, the device may

recognize the gesture motion by detecting a touch event occurring on the web browser

address window region, and a drag and release event following the touch event.

[70] If a gesture motion is recognized on a web browser address window region (in step

201), the device proceeds to step 203. In step 203, the device determines a page

switch-related function mapped to the gesture motion on the web browser address

window region, with reference to a mapping table defining a page switch-related

function on a gesture-by-gesture basis. In step 205, the device performs the determined



page switch-related function. For example, when a drag and release event occurs in a

leftward/rightward direction after a touch event on a web browser address window

region, the device may switch to the next/previous page.

[71] Detailed operations for determining the page switch-related function mapped to the

recognized gesture motion and performing the determined page switch-related function

will be described below in detail with reference to FIGS. 3A and 3B, by exemplifying

a mapping table defining a page switch-related function on a gesture-by-gesture basis.

[72] On the other hand, if a gesture motion is not recognized on a web browser address

window region (in step 201), the device proceeds to step 207. In step 207, the device

determines whether a gesture motion is recognized on other region than the web

browser address window region. For example, the device may recognize the gesture

motion by detecting a touch event occurring on other region than the web browser

address window region, and a drag and release event following the touch event.

[73] If a gesture motion is recognized on other region than the web browser address

window region (in step 207), the device proceeds to step 209. In step 209, the device

determines a function mapped to the gesture motion on other region than the web

browser address window region, with reference to a mapping table defining a gesture-

by-gesture function on other region than the web browser address window region. In

step 211, the device performs the determined function. Herein, the gesture-by-gesture

function on other region than the web browser address window region may include a

function irrelevant to a page switch.

[74] On the other hand, if a gesture motion is not recognized on other region than the web

browser address window region (in step 207), the device returns to step 201 and

repeats the subsequent steps.

[75] Thereafter, the device ends the algorithm according to the present invention.

[76] FIGS. 3A and 3B are flow diagrams a method for providing a web browser interface

using gesture in a device according to an exemplary embodiment of the present

invention.

[77] Referring to FIGS. 3A and 3B, in step 301, the device determines whether a touch

event occurs on the web browser address window region.

[78] If a touch event occurs on the web browser address window region (in step 301), the

device proceeds to step 303. In step 303, the device determines whether a drag and

release event occurs after the touch event.

[79] If a drag and release event occurs after the touch event (in step 303), the device

proceeds to step 305. In step 305, the device determines whether the drag is a leftward

drag on the web browser address window region.

[80] If the drag is a leftward drag on the web browser address window region (in step

305), the device proceeds to step 307. In step 307, the device determines that a switch



to the next page is requested, with reference to a mapping table defining a page switch-

related function on a gesture-by-gesture basis, switches to the next page, and displays

the next page. For example, the device may switch to the next page when detecting a

touch event on a web browser address window region 400 and a leftward drag and

release event following the touch event, as illustrated in FIG. 4.

[81] On the other hand, if the drag is not a leftward drag on the web browser address

window region (in step 305), the device proceeds to step 309. In step 309, the device

determines whether the drag is a rightward drag on the web browser address window

region.

[82] If the drag is a rightward drag on the web browser address window region (in step

309), the device proceeds to step 3 11. In step 311, the device determines that a switch

to the previous page is requested, with reference to the mapping table, switches to the

previous page, and displays the previous page. For example, the device may switch to

the previous page when detecting a touch event on a web browser address window

region 500 and a rightward drag and release event following the touch event, as i l

lustrated in FIG. 5.

[83] On the other hand, if the drag is not a rightward drag on the web browser address

window region (in step 309), the device proceeds to step 313. In step 313, the device

determines whether the drag is a downward drag on the web browser address window

region.

[84] If the drag is a downward drag on the web browser address window region (in step

313), the device proceeds to step 315. In step 315, the device determines that a display

of a search history is requested, with reference to the mapping table, and displays a

search history page. For example, the device may display the search history page when

detecting a touch event on a web browser address window region 600 and a downward

drag and release event following the touch event, as illustrated in FIGS. 6A and 6B.

[85] On the other hand, if the drag is not a downward drag on the web browser address

window region (in step 313), the device proceeds to step 317. In step 317, the device

determines whether the release is a release at a bookmark button position.

[86] If the release is a release at a bookmark button position (in step 317), the device

proceeds to step 319. In step 319, the device determines that a bookmark addition for

an address in the web page address window region is requested, with reference to the

mapping table, and displays a bookmark add menu for an address in the web page

address window region. For example, the device may display a bookmark add menu

704 for an address in the web page address window region when detecting a touch

event on a web browser address window region 700, a drag following the touch event,

and a release at a bookmark button position 702, as illustrated in FIGS. 7A and 7B.

Although a bookmark button has been exemplified as a button for execution of a



bookmark adding function, it should be understood that the present invention may also

be applicable to various function buttons.

[87] If the release is not a release at a bookmark button position (in step 317), the device

proceeds to step 321. In step 321, the device determines whether the drag is an

outward-inward drag with respect to the web browser address window region.

[88] If the drag is an outward-inward drag with respect to the web browser address

window region (in step 321), the device proceeds to step 323. In step 323, the device

determines that a display of a multi window tap is requested, with reference to the

mapping table, and displays a multi window tap. For example, the device may display

the multi window tap when detecting a touch event on a web browser address window

region 800 and an outward-inward drag and release event (with respect to the web

browser address window region 800) following the touch event, as illustrated in FIGS.

8A and 8B.

[89] On the other hand, if the drag is not an outward-inward drag with respect to the web

browser address window region (in step 321), the device proceeds to step 325. In step

325, the device determines whether the drag is a rightward-leftward drag on the web

browser address window region.

[90] If the drag is a rightward-leftward drag on the web browser address window region

(in step 325), the device proceeds to step 327. In step 327, the device determines that a

display of a next window tap is requested, with reference to the mapping table, and

displays a next window tap. For example, the device may display the next window tap

when detecting a touch event on a web browser address window region 900 and a

rightward-leftward drag and release event following the touch event, as illustrated in

FIG. 9A.

[91] On the other hand, if the drag is not a rightward-leftward drag on the web browser

address window region (in step 325), the device proceeds to step 329. In step 329, the

device determines whether the drag is a leftward-rightward drag on the web browser

address window region.

[92] If the drag is a leftward-rightward drag on the web browser address window region

(in step 329), the device proceeds to step 331. In step 331, the device determines that a

display of a previous window tap is requested, with reference to the mapping table, and

displays a previous window tap. For example, the device may display the previous

window tap when detecting a touch event on a web browser address window region

902 and a leftward-rightward drag and release event following the touch event, as il

lustrated in FIG. 9B.

[93] On the other hand, if the drag is not a leftward-rightward drag on the web browser

address window region (in step 329), the device proceeds to step 333. In step 333, the

device determines whether the drag is a rightward-leftward-rightward drag on the web



browser address window region.

[94] If the drag is a rightward-leftward-rightward drag on the web browser address

window region (in step 333), the device proceeds to step 335. In step 335, the device

determines that a page refresh is requested, with reference to the mapping table, and

performs a page refresh. For example, the device may perform the page refresh when

detecting a touch event on a web browser address window region 904 and a rightward-

leftward-rightward drag and release event following the touch event, as illustrated in

FIG. 9C.

[95] On the other hand, if the drag is not a rightward-leftward-rightward drag on the web

browser address window region (in step 333), the device proceeds to step 337. In step

337, the device determines whether the release is a release at a virtual button position

pop-up displayed at the occurrence of the touch event.

[96] If the release is a release at a virtual button position pop-up displayed at the oc

currence of the touch event (in step 337), the device proceeds to step 339. In step 339,

the device determines that a function mapped to a virtual button is requested, with

reference to the mapping table, and performs a function mapped to the virtual button.

For example, the device may pop-up display a virtual button 1002 for link storing, a

virtual button 1004 for link sharing, and a virtual button 1006 for URL copying, at the

occurrence of a touch event, and may perform the function (e.g., a link storing

function, a link sharing function, and a URL copying function) mapped to the virtual

button when detecting a drag following the touch event and a release at the position of

one of the virtual buttons, as illustrated in FIG. 10.

[97] On the other hand, if the release is not a release at a virtual button position pop-up

displayed at the occurrence of the touch event (in step 337), the device ends the

algorithm according to the present invention.

[98] In an exemplary embodiment, the web browser address window region may be

divided into a predetermined number (e.g., n = 2) of sub-regions to discern the switch

to the previous/next page, the display of the previous/next multi window tap, or the

switch to the first/last page. For example, the web browser address window region may

be virtually divided into a first address window region 1100 and a second address

window region 1102 as illustrated in FIG. 11A. In this case, the device may switch to

the next page when detecting a touch event on the first address window region 1100

and a leftward drag and release event following the touch event, and may switch to the

previous page when detecting a touch event on the second address window region

1102 and a rightward drag and release event following the touch event.

[99] In another exemplary embodiment, the entire web browser address window region

may be used to discern the switch to the previous/next page, the display of the

previous/next multi window tap, or the switch to the first/last page. For example, as il-



lustrated in FIG. 1IB, the device may switch to the next page when detecting a touch

event at the right end of a web browser address window region 1104, a leftward drag

following the touch event, and a release event at the left end of the web browser

address window region 1104. Also, as illustrated in FIG. 11C, the device may switch to

the next page when detecting a touch event at the left end of a web browser address

window region 1106, a rightward drag following the touch event, and a release event at

the right end of the web browser address window region 1106.

[100] As described above, the present invention recognizes a gesture motion on a web

browser address window region to perform a page switch-related function, thereby

making it possible to perform a desired function by a gesture motion alone, without

clicking web browser buttons (e.g., a button for a switch to the next page, a button for

a switch to the previous page, a search history display button, a bookmark add button,

and a page refresh button). Accordingly, the user can browse web sites intuitively and

easily.

[101] Also, because the operation of the present invention is performed only on the web

browser address window region, it does not overlap with a gesture motion or a scroll

motion in the page region, thus making it possible to perform a page switch-related

function intuitively and without confusion.

[102] Also, in the case of a terminal providing a dedicated mobile web browser having a

limited region, the present invention can omit various buttons (a button for a switch to

the next page, a button for a switch to the previous page, a search history button, a

bookmark add button, a multi window tap display button, a next window tap display

button, a previous window tap display button, and a page refresh button) mapped to

page switch-related functions in the dedicated mobile web browser, thereby making it

possible to achieve a wider user interface layout.

[103] While the invention has been shown and described with reference to certain

exemplary embodiments thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that

various changes in form and details may be made therein without departing from the

spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims. Therefore, the

scope of the invention is defined not by the detailed description of the invention but by

the appended claims, and all differences within the scope will be construed as being

included in the present invention.
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Claims
A method for providing a web browser interface in a device,

comprising:

detecting a gesture motion on an address window region of a web

browser;

and

performing a page switch-related function mapped to the detected

recognized gesture motion the determined page switch-related function,

wherein the gesture motion includes a drag gesture on the address

window region.

The method of claim 1, wherein the page switch-related function is de

termined with reference to a mapping table defining a page switch-

related function on a gesture-by-gesture basis,

wherein the mapping table is defined on the basis of at least one of a

position of the touch event, a direction of the drag event, and an end

position of the drag event.

The method of claim 1, wherein determining the page switch-related

function comprises:

determining a switch to a next page when the drag event has occurred

in a first direction on the address window region; and

determining a switch to a previous page when the drag event has

occurred in a second direction on the address window region.

The method of claim 3, wherein the first direction is a leftward

direction and the second direction is a rightward direction.

The method of claim 2, wherein determining the page switch-related

function further comprises determining a display of a search history

when the drag event has occurred in a third direction on the address

window region.

The method of claim 3, wherein the address window region is divided

into two or more sub-regions,

wherein the switch to the next page is determined when the drag event

has occurred in a first direction on the first address window region; and

the switch to the previous page is determined when the drag event has

occurred in a second direction on the second address window region.

The method of claim 3, wherein the switch to the next page is de

termined when the drag event has occurred in a first direction from one

end of the address window region; and
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the switch to the previous page is determined when the drag event has

occurred in a second direction from the other end of the address

window region.

The method of claim 2, wherein determining the page switch-related

function comprises determining a display of a bookmark add menu for

an address in the address window region when the drag event has ended

at a bookmark button position.

The method of claim 2, wherein determining the page switch-related

function comprises determining a display of a multi window tap when

the drag event has occurred in a first direction and in a second direction

with respect to the address window region.

The method of claim 9, wherein the first direction is an outward

direction and the second direction is an inward direction.

The method of claim 2, wherein determining the page switch-related

function comprises:

determining a display of a next window tap when the drag event has

occurred in a first direction and in a second direction on the address

window region; and

determining a display of a previous window tap when the drag event

has occurred in the second direction and in the first direction on the

address window region.

The method of claim 11, wherein the first direction is a rightward

direction and the second direction is a leftward direction.

A method for providing a web browser interface in a device,

comprising:

detecting a first gesture motion on an address window region of a web

browser; and

performing a page switch-related function mapped to the detected first

gesture motion,

wherein a second gesture motion detected on a region other than the

address window region is irrelevant to the page switch-related function,

wherein the first gesture motion includes a drag gesture on the address

window region, and

wherein the second gesture motion includes the drag gesture on the

region other than the address window region.

An apparatus for providing a web browser interface in a device

comprising a control unit, a display unit, a touchpanel and a position

detection unit, wherein the control unit is arranged to perform a method
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according to one of the preceding claims.
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